Our Remote Learning Offer
Scenarios
A
The school is open to all
students

The COVID-19 school risk
assessment continues to
be implemented and
adhered to in order to
minimise the risk for
students and staff.

Teaching and learning
will continue as normal.
Some practical activities
may be altered or
substituted for other
tasks to minimise the risk
of transmission.
Heads of Faculty have
already modified the
curriculum for their
subject to reflect the
summer lockdown. They
will continue to review
and adapt as necessary
to ensure all students
continue to access the
relevant content in the
ever-changing
timeframes.
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Individual or smaller groups of students are required
to self-isolate

B

Public Health England recommend that a
larger number of students need to isolate
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A remote learning web based offer will be provided
that closely follows the school’s curriculum map.

A full year group bubble is at home and
self-isolating for up to 10 days.

Public Health England recommend that the
whole school has to lockdown, either due to
national policy or due to a spike in the local
area.
If the school is closed to all but key worker
and vulnerable students, then we will
continue to provide a full time remote
curriculum to all learners immediately.

The National Oak Academy website will be
predominantly used to provide quality video lessons
for students.
These lessons include verbal subject content,
together with relevant tasks and short quizzes that
provide students with an indication of their level of
knowledge and understanding. A guide on how to
access this can be found via the link below.
Accessing work when isolating from home
Some staff may choose to set alternative work that
does not involve the National Oak Academy. This will
also closely follow the school’s curriculum map.
Individual students who are isolating should use the
link above to access work immediately as their
isolating commences.
Groups of students isolating will have work set via
Show My Homework (Satchel).

Students should try and follow their
normal daily timetable as much as
possible.
Staff will set pre-recorded lessons for
students that follow the normal
curriculum map. These lessons will
provide clear learning objectives and will
include information regarding subject
content. Relevant tasks will be included
that students complete as instructed.
Students can pause, rewind and re-watch
the videos at any point. There may be
short tests or quizzes to test students’
knowledge and understanding.

All work will be set via Show My Homework
(Satchel).
There will be a variety of methods used in
order to set work. These could include:
Pre-recorded lessons by either the student’s
teacher or another subject specialist
Video lessons from the National Oak
Academy website.
Tasks and instructions set via power points or
similar formats.
Online quizzes and tests.

Students can email the member of staff if
they have any questions about the work.

Work should be submitted as directed by the
individual staff member. Staff will be
available to students via email for any
concerns and questions.

Students should submit the work as
instructed by the individual member of
staff.

Form tutors will be in contact with their
tutees. Engagement of work is monitored
and intervention will occur where required.

All work will be set via Show My
Homework (Satchel).

Students who are considered vulnerable will
receive regular contact.

